
Easingwold 11/03/15 
 
Drawn with purple pen, tried 2DreRun but kept crashing 
Put bends in course line for variation ‘a’ 
Copied lengths from course report 
Took screen shot of each leg 
Duplicated course and repeated for variation b 
Original course line is lost, I’ve put a red line in for readability as appropriate and 
moved/hid some lines 
 
Blue leg analysis:  
 
Leg 1 a b 

  
364m 342m 
 
Difficult choice as both the snickets are hard to spot.  
 



 
Leg 2 a b 

  
389m 366m 
 
‘b’ shorter but more climb. 
 
Leg 3 a b 

  
470m 478m 
 
Passage on b is hard to spot – by the pub 



Leg 4 a b 

  
  

553m 592m 
 
‘a’ slightly more difficult to execute but shorter 
 
Leg 5 a b 

  
916m 1008m 
 
 ‘a’ shorter but you need to keep map contact, ‘b’ longer but easier – variant is to 
reverse out as 4a. 
 



 
Leg 6a b 

  
380m 468m 
 
‘a’ if you spot the snickets. 
 
Leg 7 a b 

  
414m 396m 
 
Doesn’t look as if there is a lot of difference – make mind up early and run hard.



 
Leg 8 a b 

  
1047m 1146m 
 
The flow of your run tends to make you want to continue east but reversing back out 
with some map contact gives the shorter route. 
 
Leg 9a b 

  
415m 418m 
 
Make mind up early. 



Leg 10a b 

  
307m 335m 
Cut the corners. 
 
Leg 11a b 

  
497m 493m 
 
The woods were very clear – running straight as possible I think was best.



 
Leg 17a b 

  
1125m 957m 
Again the route through millfields is shorter, although first you have to head away 
from your destination. 
 
 
Leg 18a b 

  
488m 525m 
 
Difficult to pick the best route quickly, the loop at the end of ‘b’ adds the extra 
distance.



 
Leg 19a b 

  
856m 855m 
 
Again a case of making a quick decision. 
 
Leg 20a b 

  
393m 427m 
 
‘b’ probably deviates more from the straight line than ‘a’. 


